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The occurrence of motor neuron death is the milestone of amyotrophic lateral scle-
rosis (ALS). Therefore, morphological analysis along decades focussed on motor neu-
ron loss as the sole marker to score disease severity.
Recently, non autonomous cell death took a prominent role to explain the need 
for additional cell types to induce motor neuron degeneration in ALS. This concept 
encompasses a variety of inflammatory cells including resident astroglia and micro-
glia.
Despite tremendous clinical and basic research activity the role of inflammation 
remains controversial. On the other hand very recently non autonomous cell death 
creped back in considering neuronal cell types differing from motor neurons.
In the present communication evidence is provided demonstrating that interneu-
rons and other neuronal cell types participate to degeneration. Remarkably, this mul-
ti-neuronal non-autonomous motor neuron degeneration extends to mutiple models 
of motor neuron disorders. Interneurons degenerate earlier and more than motor 
neurons, thus suggesting a key role in the pathophysiology of motor neuron disease. 
Additionally, these findings portray ALS as a whole spinal cord disorder rather than 
a disease affecting solely motor neurons. Novel concepts of abnormal cell to cell com-
munication are likely to underlie multi-neuronal disease spreading.
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